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Steady plane flow in a region between a porous wall 
and a · system of moving rods 

W. KALITA and J. LUBONSKI (WARSZAWA) 

IN TillS PAPER we consider steady laminar plane flows of an incompressible viscous beat-con
ducting fluid and associated heat transfer in a semi-infinite channel between two parallel half
planes which is bounded by a plane perpendicular to those half-planes. From one of the half
planes the fluid is outflowing uniformly, with given velocity and temperature, into the channel. 
The second half-plane contains the regularly placed axes of straight parallel rods moving along 
their axes with a given velocity. The rods have a given initial temperature higher than that of 
the forced outflow. Our analysis of flow and heat transfer in the channel is based on the assump
tion of the small variability of flow parameters and temperature along the channel with respect 
to their transversal variability. The main results of this analysis concern the influence of the 
characteristics of rods motion and the forced outflow on the hydrodynamic and thermal con-
ditions in the channel and the cooling of the rods. · 

W niniejszej pracy rozwa:Zane SCl ustalone laminarne plaskie przeplywy nie5cisliwego lepkiego 
i przewodZ<4cego cieplo plynu oraz towarzysZ<4ca im wymiana ciepla w p61nieskoflczonym ka
nale mi~zy dwoma r6wnoleglymi p61plaszczyznami, kt6ry ograniczony jest plaszczyzn<l pro
stopadl<! do tych p61plaszczyzn. Z jednej z p61plaszczyzn jednorodnie, z dan<4 prQ<lko5ciCl i tem
peratUfCl, wplywa do kanalu plyn. Druga p61plaszczyzna zawiera regulamie rozmieszczone osie 
prostych r6wnoleglych pr~t6w poruszaj<4cych si~ wzdluz swych osi z dan<4 pr~ko8ci<4. Pr~ty 
te maj<4 dan<4 POCZCltkOWCl temperatur~ wy:isZCl niZ temperatura plynu wyplywaj<4cego z prze
ciwleglej p61plaszczyzny. Analiza przeplywu i wymiany ciepla opiera si~ na zaloi.eniu malej 
mlienno5ci parametr6w przeplywowych i temperatury wzdluZ kanalu w stosunku do zmienno5ci 
tych wielko5ci w poprzek kanalu. Gl6wne wyniki analizy dotye74 wplywu charakterystyk ruchu 
pr~t6w i wymuszonego wyplywu na warunki hydrodynamiczne i cieplne w kanale oraz na prze
bieg chlodzenia pr~t6w. 

B uacroRil{eit pa6oTe paccMa-rpasaJOTcH yCTaHOBHBIIIHecH naMHHapHLie IJ.JlOC.Klle Te'tlctRWI 
HCC>KKMaCMOH B.R3KOH H TennonpOBOAHOH ~OCTH, a TalOKe COnyTCTBYJOnudi HM Tell.JlO
o6MeH B n0ny6eCKOHC'tJHOM KaHane, MC>I<,!zy ,AByMH napanneJILHbiMH nonynnOCKOCTH'MR, KO
TOpbiH orpaHH.'tleH nnocKOCTLIO nepneH.rmKynHpuoii K 3THM nonynnOCKoCTHM. Hs OAHOH no
nynnoCJ<OCTH O,lUIOPOJUII>IM o6pa30M, C ~aHHOH CKOpOCTLIO H TeMnepaTYpOH, BTeKaeT B KaHan 
>I<H.ZO<OCTL. Bropa.R nonynnocKOCTL co~ep>I<HT peryn.Rpuo pacnonomeHHLie OCR npoCTbiX 
napanneJILHbiX CTep>I<HeH, ,AB~HXCH' B~OnL CBOHX oceii C ~aHHOH CKOpOCTLIO. 3TJl CTep
>I<HH nMCIOT ~8HHYJO H8'tla1ILHYJO TeMnepaTypy 6onee BbiCOKyiO 'tJCM TeMnepaTYpa >KH.lti<OCTH 
BLITeKalOI.l\eH c npoTHBonem8l.l\eH nonynnoCJ<OCTH. AHanH3 Te'tleHH..R H Tell.Jloo6Meua OIIH.pa
eTCH Ha npe~onomeHH.IO Manoro H.3MeHeHHH napaMe-rpoB Te'tleHHH ~ TeMnepaTYPLI a~onL 
KaHana no OTHOWCHHIO K H3MCHCHH..RM 3THX BCJIH'IH!i nonepeK KaHana. rnaBHLIC pesym.
TaTbi auaJIH3a KaCaiOTCH' BnH.RH'WI xapa.KTepHCTHK ABH>I<CHWI CTep>l<eH H Bbmy~eHHOI'O 
BbrreKaJUt.R Ha r~po~aMH.'tlec.KJte H rennoBhle ycnoBH.R B KaHane, a TaK>I<e ua XOA 
oxn~eHHR crepmHeii. 

1. Introduction 

THE OBJECT of the paper is a study of the laminar steady plane flows o fan incompressible 
viscous heat-conducting fluid and the thermal processes in a semi-infinite region between 
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712 W. KALITA AND J. LUBONsiC 

two parallel half-planes, (1 and 2), bounded from one side by the plane (3) perpendicular 
to those mentioned (see Fig. 1). 

One of the parallel half-planes, (I), is an uniformly permeable wall and the uniform 
blow with given velocity and temperature penetrates from it into the region considered. 

h 

FIG. 1. 

The second half-plane (2) contains the axes of the same thin straight rods. These axes 
are regularly placed and they are perpendicular to the plane (3). 

All rods are moving along their axes outward the plane (3) with a given velocity which 
is the same for ail rods in planes parallel to the plane (3). We consider th~ case when this 
velocity is variable along the rods (e.g. the rods may be stretched or compressed). The 
temperature of rods on the edge of the half-plane (2) is given and is higher than that of 
blow. 

The problem stated above corresponds to a certain extent to problems concerning 
flow in channels with porous walls [1-15]. In the majority of these studies the porous 
walls of the channels were considered as immovable and non-deformable [l-12, 15]. In 
some of them the distribution of the velocity component transversal to the walls is a priori 
assumed [1-11, 15]. 

Studies offlow·s in channels having moving and deformable porous walls are particularly 
relevant to this paper. 
. In our study the half-plane (2) containing the axes of the rods is not to be treated as 
a porous wall with no slip of velocity, but as an uniformly permeable structure where 
the tangent component of velocity may differ from the local velocity of the rods. 

The system of rods, the axes of which are placed in the half-plane (2), is ass\Imed to 
have a given permeability for transversal flow. Despite the deformation of the rods, it is 
assumed that this permeability is constant. 

The aim of this paper is to determine the effects the motion of the rods has on the 
flow field in the channel between the half-planes (1 and 2). We are also interested in 
determining the influence of the motion of rods and the resulting flow in the channel on 
the temperature distributions in the channel and especially along the rods themselves. 
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We consider the case when the velocity of the rods changes slowly along the channel 
and, for a large distance from the plane (3), approaches some asymptotic value. Also 
we assume that the temperature of the rods on the edge of the plane (2), i.e. their "inlet" 
temperature, is not much higher than the temperature of the blowing (01i the half-plane 1). 
Additionally, we assume that the variability of the flow parameters and the temperature 
along the channel is much weaker than their transversal variability. 

The approximated method applied for the solution of. the problem considered may 
be traced back to the early work of 0. REYN'OLDS [16] on lubrication flow in a narrow 
slit. This method is based on the asumption of small variability, both of the flow parameters 
and the temperature along the channel. 

The conditions of flows analysed in the paper may be considered, for example, as 
a simplified model for so-called "melt spinning", one of the technologies exploited in ~e 
man-made fibers industry. 

2. Governing eqaatioos 

Following Fig. 2 we introduce the Cartesian immovable coordinate system (x+, .z+) 
and denote the respective components of fluid velocity by u+ and w+. The fluid has 

Plane(3) 

0 h X+-

Rtx/8 axes 
~ 

u+ 

L k 
z+ 

FIG. 2. 

constant physical properties: density f!~t viscosity p, heat conductivity ~, and capacity c1 • 

The fluid with the temperature T10 is blowing with the velocity U + from the half-plane {1) 
uniformly and perpendicularly to it. 

The rods have constant density f!,, heat conductivity ~, and capacity c,. They are 
regularly placed with the distance I between their axes. The ratio of their diameter d and 
the distance I is assumed to be a small value. The velocity of the rods W+ approaches 
the value Woo for z+ -+ oo. From the mass conservation law for the rods, it follows that 
:n:d2 W+/4 = Q+ is constant. The temperature of the rods T,+(z+) is equal to T,0 + at 
the edge of the half-plane (2). For x+ > h (where h is the channel width) the pressure 
and the temperature are assumed to be constant and equal respectively to p0 and T,+ (h, z+ ). 

7 Arch. Mech. Stos. or 5/80, 
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714 W. KALITA AND J. LUBONSKI 

We introduce the following dimension less quantities: 

x = x+fh, z = z+/h; 

u = u+/Woo, w = w+/W00 , U = U+/W00 , W = W+/W00 ; 

(2.1) 

P = (p+- Po)h/(W00 p,), Q = Q+/(Wct)h 2
); 

1j = (T;+ -7Jo)/7fo 
ex= 1/h, E = d/1, 

where i = f (fluid) 

y = (c1e1)/(c,e,); 

Rew = e,Wct)lz/p,, Reu = e1 U + h/p,, 

or r (rods); 

Pew = RewPr, Peu = ReuPr, where Pr = c1 p,ju1 . 

In the above definitions P+ and Ti+ are the dimensional pressure and temperature, 
Rew and Re" are the Reynolds numbers, Pr is the Prandtl number ana Pew and Peu are 
the Peclet n·umbers. 

The governing equations consist of the continuum, Navier-Stokes and energy equations. 
For the channel region, 0 ~ x ~ 1, they may be written as follows: 

ou ow 
Tx = -Tz, 

(2.2) 
op au au 
~ +Rewu :l- = L1u-Reww~, 
uX uX uZ 

(2.3) 

The viscous terms, denoted by f/J, are to be neglected in the energy equation (2.3) 
as small in comparison with the others. 

The solutions u, w, p and T1 of Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) have to be the continuous functions 
of the coordinates (x, z) and have to satisfy the appropriate boundary conditions. 

Since the fluid physical properties are assumed to be constant, the flow equations 
(2.2) can be solved independently of the energy equation (2.3). In the following chapters 
we will first determine the flow in the channel and the solutions obtained will be used 
next in the analysis of the thermal effects. 

3. Flow determination 

The boundary conditions for the flow equations (2.2) are formulated in the following 
way. For the half-plane (1), uniformly permeable for the blowing, we have: 

(3.1) X = 0: U = U, W = 0. 

Formulating the conditions for the half-plane (2), we should mention that here we 
shall not search for the solutions of flow equations describing the local flow in the direct 
vicinity of the rods. As the system of the rods has a given permeability for the transversal 
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flow and, in general, the longitudinal component of flow velocity w on the half plane (2) 
differs from the rods velocity W, we postulate: 

{ 

u =
1

ak2 p, , 

.'( = I : 1, 7 k ( 8w • cw ; ) w- ,, = :X 3 - - -:1- • . ex X = l + O <X ,x=l-0 

(3.2) 

The condition (3.2) postulates the proportionality of u to the difference of the pressures 
on both sides of the half-plane (2). The condition (3.2) determines the slip (w-W) as the 
quantity proportional to the difference of the derivatives of the longitudinal componept 
of flow velocity on both sides of the half-plane (2), the flow velocity being continuous on 
the half-plane (2). 

On the basis of the consideration of the flow in the channel close to the half-plane (2) 
and for x > 1, we may assume additionally that the variability of the w component of 
velocity is much weaker outside the channel. Hence the first term in the parentheses in 
Eq. (3.2) will be neglected with respect to the last one. This last condition may be referred 
to the Beavers-Joseph slip condition [17] on the boundary of the porous medium. 

The coefficients k 2 and k3 in Eqs. (3.2) are the given [18], weakly-variable functions of 
e, i.e. these coefficients depend only on the structure of a system of the rods. 

The boundary condition on the plane (3) follows the assumption that the fluid flux 
through this plane into the region between the half-planes (1 and 2), 0 ~ x ~ 1, is equal 
to zero. Approximately, it is equivalent to the condition that no fluid is coming through 
the boundary of the channel. As z ~ oo, the pressure should be finite, so the last flow 
boundary conditions are as follows: 

I 

(3.3) 
J wdx = 0, 
0 

z = 0: 

z~oo: p<oo. 

Now let us introduce two auxiliary functionsf(x, C) and F(x, C) that will be convenient 
in describing the solutions of the problem stated above. These functions depend on the x 
coordinate and the parameters C and a.k3 and are defined as 

e(x_ I 
f(x, ') = e'(J + a.k3C)- f 

(3.4) 

For the particular C ~ 0 these functions may be presented as follows: 

(3.5) 

f(x 0) = -----~-
' 1 + ak3 ' 

x2 
F(x' O) = 2( 1 + ak

3
) • 

The method we applied for the solution of the flow problem is based on the assumption 
of a small variability of the flow velocity components along the z axis in comparison with 
their variability in the x direction. 

7* 
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716 w. ICAurA AND 1. LUBONS&I 

. 0 
In the first step we assume that u, w, and W do not depend on z and 0~ = P' is constant 

{P(z) is considered jn this step as a linear function of z ). Then the right hand sides of 
Eqs. (2.2) are equal to zero and the solutions of these equations, satisfying the conditions 
(3.1) and (3.2), are denoted by a bar as "basic" solutions: 

(3.6) 

u = u, 

w = Wf(x, Re.,)+P' 
1 ~:~3 

(f(x, Re.,)-/(x, O)J,, 

p = P. 

In the next step we admit a slight dependence of Wand P' on z and ~e take into account 
a· small perturbation of the ·u component of velocity. Putting that u = u+u, where u is 
the perturbation, the perturbation term may be obtained from the continuity equation in 
the relations (2.2}, with the condition u = 0 on x = 0, as: 

(3.7) u = -W'F(x, Re.,)+P" 
1 

+R«k3 [F(x, 0)-F(x, Re.,}], 
e., 

where by primes we denote the derivatives with respect to z. 
· In this way the solution for the transversal component of velocity is given by tho 

formulas (3.6)1 and (3. 7). The solutions for the w component and the pressure are formally 
given by Eq. (3.6h but with the quantities Wand P' that are no longer constant and aro 
still undetermined. The rods' velocity W(z) has to be specified and the pressure function 
P(z) should be found. This last function may be determined by the equation derived from 
the condition (3.2) that was not exploited until now, where u = u+u: 
(3.8) 

1 
+R«k3 [F(l, 0)-F(l, Re.,)] P"- «k2 P = F(l, Re.,) W'- U. 

e., 

· Introducing the function ll(z) defined as 

u 
(3.9) ll= P--

«k2 ' 

Eq. (3.8) determining the pressure distribution along the z coordinate may be transformed 
to: 

(3.10) 

where 

(3.11) 

{Jlll"-ll = roW', 

P2 = (1 + «k3) [F(1, O)-F(1, Re.,)]/(«k2 Re.,), 

ro = F(1, Re,)/(«k2). 

(It may be noticed that m ;;a= 0 for any Re., ;;a= 0). 
With the help of Eq. (3.10) we can eliminate (P" = ll") from Eq. (3.7) and the final 

solutions describing the flow field in the region considered may be presented in the follow
ing form: 

(3.12) 

u = U+U 1W'+U2ll, 

w = V1W+V2ll', 

p = Uf(«kl)+ll, 
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where four auxiliary. functions U1 ,2 and V1,2, independent of z, are defined as follows: 

U 
1 

= F(x, O)F(l , Re.,)-F(x, Re.,)F(l , 0) , 
F(1, O)-F(1, Re.,) 

F(x, 0)-F(x, Re..) · 
(3.13) U2 = «k2 F(l, O)-F(1, Re.,)' 

V1 = f(x, Re.,), 

v; == (I + t~k3) f(x, Re;_-f(x, 0) . 
e., 

These auxiliary functions (3.13) characterize the profiles of the velocity component 
across the channel. In Figs. 3 and 4 they have been plotted against x for some values of 
Re., and a.k3. 

U1, Uz/(akz) 
w~----------------------------~~ 

0.5 

0 

--aks=O 

---- rxks .. 0.1 

0.5 

Fro. 3. 

1 
X 

For very small values of the blowing velocity, Re.,-. 0, and the no-slip condition, 
k3 = 0, ~e distribution of the w component in the channel is given by the superposition 
of the Couette flow, V1 = x, due to the rods~ motion and the Poisseuille ftow, V2 = 

= ~ x(x-1), due to the existence of the pressure gradient P' = Il'. 

Taking into account the slip (w-W) on. the rods' plane yields the deformation of 
this ftow picture. In the case of k3 > 0 and Re.,-. 0, the w-component .profile is described 
by the superposition of the Couette ftow: V1 = x/(1 +rxk3), and the deformed Poisseuille 
&w: . 

. V;= l/2x(x- 11:2:.•). 
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Vt, Z 
1~--------------------------------~ 

--- cxk3 =0 

---- ak3=0.1 

o.s V1 Function 

V2 Function 

FIG. 4. 

Along with the intensification of blowing (when the Reu number increases), the formation 
of a flow layer near the rods may be observed. The thickness of the layer, where the intensity 
of flow is greatest, decreases with the growing values of the Reu number. 

Something of special interest is the influence of the slip coefficient ak3 • When this 
coefficient grows, the longitudinal component of velocity . strongly decreases. The values 
of the functions ul and u2 that determine the transversal component of velocity reduce 
in the non-zero slip case (cxk3 > 0) only slightly. It means that if the slip of velocity on 
the rods' axes plane is taken into account, the streamlines may change their directions 
radically. Then the flow may penetrate better into the system of the rods. 

In order to complete the analysis of the flow, we have to find the pressure distribution 
along the channel. For two particular examples of the rods' velocity function W(z) chosen 
as 

(3.14) 
W1 = const = 1 , 

Wu = l-e-zfA., 

Eq. (3.10) together with the conditions (3.3) yields the following distributions of pressure, 
respectively: 

ll1 = - {Jejztfl, 

(3.15) 
li _r., _E.__ (/Je-:f{J- 1--:/A.) 11 = "" fJ2- .P .· .~~.e,.. . 
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The quantity A. is the parameter that describes the rods' deformation. It may be noticed 
that the quantities {J and A. can be treated as some characteristic lengths, respeCtively, 
of the distance of a region where flow is effectively influenced by the channel boundary 

· (plane 3) and the distance of the intensive deformation .of the rods. It can also be found 
that when {J decreases with respect to A. (in the second case of the formulae (3.14) ), the 
non-uniformities of the pressure distribution along the channel become more affected 
by the rods' deformation. As {J is defined through Eq. (3.11), it may be seen that its values 
decrease with the blowing intensification (Re., increasing), with the growing permeability 
ak2 of the rods' system and with the slip coefficient (1Xk3) decreasing. All these tendencies 
reduce the influence of the channel boundary on the pressure distribution. 

4. Thermal effects 

Analysis of the thermal effects consists in determining the fluid temperature field -
in the channel and the temperature distribution along the rods themselves. There exists 
an evident coupling between the_fluid temperature field and the variability of rods' temper
ature. Due to this coupling, it is necessary to determine simultaneously the fluid and 
the rods' temperature fields. The system of the equations determining these fields consists 
of the energy equation for the fluid (2.3) and the rods' heat balance equation. The coupling 
mentioned above appears in these equations and also in appropriate boundary conditions. 

The rods' heat balance equation is derived on the basis of the following simplifyip.g 
assumptions. First of all, we will not consider the effects due to radiation or to any physical 
and chemical processes that may have -an influence on the heat balance of rods. Next 
we assume that the effects of heat conductivity along the rods are neglectable as th:y are 
small with respect _to heat transfer due to the rods mass transport. However, in the cross 
section of each rod the temperature is assumed to be uniform and equal to the rod sur
face temperature. According to the above assumptions, we may write the approximate 
heat balance for the fixed surface element ldz+ of the rods' axes half-plane (2) (Fig. I) in 
the following form: 

(4.1) 

where dT,+ denotes the change ofT,+ on the segment (z+, z+ +dz+). 
The left hand side of this equality presents the difference between the heat input and 

output to and from the element ldz+ due to the rods' movement. The right hand·side gives 
the heat losses of the element ldz+ resulting from heat exchange between the rods and the 
fluid. From Eq. (4.1) we have the differential equation (written below in the dimensionless 
form) describing the variability of temperature along the rods: 

(4.2) !!_T, = -~ o1f I 
dz QPew ox x=l-O · 

The boundary condition for this equation has the form 

(4.3) z = 0: T, = T,o. 
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According to our main assumption, about the small variability of the temperature 
along the channel in comparison with its transversal variability, the derivatives with 
respect to z in Eq. (2.3) will be neglected. Then the simplified energy equation (2.3) is 

(4.4) iJ27j -Pewu o7j = 0. ox2 ox 
The variable z is considered here as a parameter, and thus the sufficient boundary conditions 
for Eq. (4.4) have the following form 

x = 0: - 7j(O, z) = 0, 

X= I: 7j(l' z) = 'J;(z)- ak3 o!:l7j I . 
uX X•l-0 

(4.5) 

The second of these conditions is a result of the postulate [18] which claims that in the 
half-plane (2) there exists a difference between the mean fluid temperature and the rods 
temperature ("temperature jump"). The exact solution of Eq. (4.4) satisfying the condition 
(4.5) is 

(4.6) 7j(x, z) = 'I;(z)H(x, z) [11(z)+ak312(z)]-t, 
where 

(4.7) 

.¥ 

H1(x, z) = J H2(i, z)ax, 
0 

.¥ 

H2(x,z) = exp{Pe.J u(i,z)ax}, 
0 

11 (z) = H1(l,z), 12(z) = H2(1,z). 

It may be noticed that the expression (4.6) for T1 has until now only a formal character 
because it contains the unknown function T,(z). 

However, this last one can be found from Eq. (4.2) with the condition (4.3), after 
substituting to the right hand side of Eq. (4.2) the expression of o1'1foxlx=I-o obtained 
on the basis of Eq. (4.6). Using this expression, one obtains immediately T, in the form 

(4.8) 

where 

(4.9) 

• 
'J;(z) = Tr0exp J K(z)dZ, 

0 

The formulae (4.6) and (4.9) taken together give the complete solution of the probleQl 
stated in frames of our simplifying assuu{ptions. _ .. 

In the following we consider the asymptotic case of a large Peclet number (Pe., > 1). 
I~ may be noticed that with growing Pe., the degree of accuracy of heat balance ( 4.1) becomes 
higher. The asymptotic expressions for -T,. and T1 have the following relatively simple 
forms: 

(4.10) 

and 

(4.11) 

'J;(z) = TrOexp {- QaPeyw Pe., } ' 
I +ak3 Pe., 

,.,.._. 
1:1(x, z) = T.,(z) eP = T.,.(z) • f(x, Pe..) . . 

(I+ tXk3 Pe.) e•-1 
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--- cxk3=0 
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10 

2 

FIG. s. 

r(x, Peu) = Tr(x,z)/T,. (z) 

--- a:k3:0 

---- cxk3=01 

{721) 
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722 W. KALITA AND J. LUBONSKI 

As it follows from evaluations, these expressions bear all the important features of more 
exact formulas for sufficiently large Pe,. The expressions (4.10) and (4.ll) are illustrated 
by Figs. 5 and 6. The continuous curves there correspond to the case when the half-plane (2) 
is considered as the uniformly porous wall and the "temperature jump" on it is neglec~d. 
The dotted lines present the picture in the case when the "temperature jump" does not 
vanish and thus the structure of the half-plane (2) is indirectly taken into account. 

It can be concluded that although the qualitative behaviour of temperature T, and T1 
with a changing Peclet number is similar in both cases, their quantitative behaviour dif
fers significantly. 
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